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Summary
This is a PhD course on recursive methods used in modern macroeconomics. Recursive representations of macroeconomic models are useful because they are parsimonious and allow the computer to be used to solve for the equilibrium and the dynamics of the model.

Content
The course will focus on six model economies and you will learn how to write these models in recursive form, characterize the equilibrium and compute it. The course is structured in six lectures (morning), each followed by an exercise sessions (afternoon) where you will learn numerical methods to solve for the equilibrium of the model presented in the lecture. We will use Matlab as our main programming language.

The course has no prerequisites and most concepts will be introduced during the course. Nevertheless, prior knowledge of economics will be useful.

Learning Prerequisites
Important concepts to start the course
Lectures will take place on Wednesday, 9:15 to 12:00 in ODY -10019.1; exercises will take place after lectures, 13:15 to 16:00 in the same room. Lunch will be provided between lecture and exercise session. Students will have to bring their own laptop (with a recent version of Matlab including the symbolic toolbox) to exercise sessions. Exercise time will focus on working on the problem sets, doing exercises and going over some class material. Teaching assistants will not solve problem sets for students but help them.
This is a 4-credit course over 6 weeks, which is equivalent to 9.5 hours of work per week (including class and exercise time). You should not expect to complete your assignment during exercise time.

Assessment methods
Problem sets 100%
Problem sets will be given out after the lecture on Wednesday and need to be returned to the instructors at the beginning of class the following Wednesday. The solution to the problem set will be posted on the class web page after class. Late problem sets are not accepted. Students are expected to work independently on their problem sets, unless otherwise stated. Copied problem sets will receive a score of zero. Every student should turn in her/his problem set.
Bibliography

The course will rely on journal articles and lectures notes. You can find a list of relevant reading material below. Lectures, problem sets, solutions to problem sets and additional material will all be posted on the course web page.


